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OVERVIEW
6 DAY B JOURNEY - CENTRAL & SOUTHERN ISLANDS

A journey filled with discoveries lays ahead of you. Uncover the mysteries of
“The Enchanted Islands” alongside expert naturalist guides and share the
excitement of discovering a lost paradise, where dragons walk the lands and
sirens swim freely in the turquoise waters of the Pacific Ocean.
We will visit one of the best snorkeling sites the archipelago has to offer and
explore its oldest islands, home of one of the most magnificent marine birds
in the Islands, the waved albatross.
Welcome onboard and I hope you enjoy every moment of this
lifetime experience!

ICONS
Dry Landing

Paddle Board

Wet Landing

Swimming

Panga Ride (Dinghy)

Hiking

Kayak

Photography

Snorkeling

Briefings
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THE JOURNEY IN DETAIL
DAY 1 - WEDNESDAY Arrival and visit to one of the treasures of the island, the Santa Cruz’s highlands.

AM: Baltra Island - Arrival
Our flight will take us to the small island of Baltra. Formerly a military base,
Baltra’s runway was reconditioned to serve as a civilian airport and the gateway
to this small paradise in the middle of the Pacific Ocean.
Upon arrival, we clear the Galapagos National Park checkpoint. Customs agents
check passports and the transit control card, after check in, we enter the islands.
We are welcomed by our naturalist guide and staff at the airport's exit, please
remember to collect your luggage from the belt.
Landing type:
Possible activities:
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PM: Santa Cruz Island - Highlands
The Galapagos Islands are filled with surprises and the highlands of Santa Cruz
are one of them. The presence of the now extinct volcanic cones, that once gave
birth to the island, have created unique and complex ecosystems among them,
the cloud forest of the highlands. Hidden in the mist, this exuberant forest is the
home of giant Galapagos tortoises, colorful birds, and hundreds of plants that
give a unique touch of green to the slopes of the now extinct volcanoes. We will
hike with our guide, discovering this buoyant habitat, and then we will head to
the town of Puerto Ayora where we board our yacht and continue our
adventure.
Meals included: Lunch & Dinner.
Landing type:
Possible activities:
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DAY 2 - THURSDAY On our second day of discovery we walk among dragons over lava fields, on an
island that seems to be lost in time, to the era when dinosaurs ruled the earth.

AM: South Plaza Island
Our morning visit takes us to South Plaza island, covered by sesuvium plants;
this island seems to change its color depending on the season, from an intense
green and yellow to a bright red in the dry season. This Island is perfect to take
some amazing photos. During our hike, we look for yellow and red land iguanas.
Easily recognizable for their unique skin pigmentations, these reptiles have
adapted to survive in this island and make you feel as if you were walking among
creatures lost in time. We can also see here a large colony of sea lions and
marine birds that have made this colorful island their home.
After hiking, we get back on board and prepare for lunch.
Landing type:
Possible activities:
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PM: Santa Fe Island
Santa Fe island might be one of the smallest in the archipelago, but don’t let
the small surface of this island deceive you; Santa Fe has one of the highest
counts of endemic species, such as: the Santa Fe land iguana, the rice mouse,
and the lizard of Santa Fe, to name a few. The high endemism on the island is
due to the fact that Santa Fe is one of the oldest in the archipelago. With no
options to migrate, the animals that arrived at the ancient island were forced
to adapt to this unique habitat, thus creating populations of new species that
settled in hundreds of years ago.
During our hike, we can see some of these unique species and also take
photos of the beautiful forest that has grown on its surface. Composed
mostly of cacti, palo santo trees, and opuntias, Santa Fe presents the perfect
opportunity to take breathtaking photos.
Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner.
Landing type:
Possible activities:
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DAY 3 - FRIDAY Mysterious islands that seem to appear and disappear at their own whim in the
dense mist of the Pacific Ocean, the “Encantadas” - as they were called by the
Spanish explorers - are the home of imps and sirens. Fairy tales created a magic
place that will come to life during your cruise of the Galapagos Islands.

AM: San Cristobal Island- Isla Lobos
Sirens and nymphs that dwell in the sea, this is how early visitors described the
playful and beautiful sea lions that made these islands their home. Our morning
visit takes us to one of the largest colonies of these curious mammals. Here we
are able to see playful pups basking in the sun and playing in the shallow shores
of the bay. Snorkeling here is the best opportunity to swim alongside these
cheerful animals and enjoy their company while schools of fish dance near us
and rays swim by.
A refreshing activity to start a day full of discoveries.
Landing type:
Possible activities:
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PM: San Cristobal Island- La Galapaguera
During the XVII and part of the XVIII century, the Galapagos island was a
popular hideout for pirates and buccaneers that used its resources to
resupply their ship holds. A popular source of meat at the time were the
Galapagos tortoises; their capability to survive without food or drink for
extended periods of time made this one of the most valued goods that the
island had to offer. But the extensive hunt of this animal destroyed entire
populations and even drove some of them to extinction. In the present, huge
efforts have been undertaken in order to ensure the survival of this species,
one of them is the creation of Galapagueras. Nurseries created specifically for
Galapagos tortoises where they are taking care of since they are small eggs,
until they are in conditions to be released in the wild.
We visit the Galapaguera of San Cristobal, where we are able to see these
peaceful giants during all their live stages. From small eggs, no larger than a
chicken’s, to cute hatchlings that require lots of care, to the amazing adult
Galapagos tortoise that can weigh up to 400 pounds. We learn more about
the efforts undertaken to preserve these animals and the persons in charge of
this noble task.
Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner.
Landing type:
Possible activities:
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DAY 4 - SATURDAY Idyllic beaches of white sand bordered by turquoise waters, and kissed by the
equatorial sun, Española surely is a piece of heaven on Earth.

AM: Española Island - Gardner Bay
As we learned from our previous visit to Santa Fe island, the age of an island
plays an important role in how life develops on said island, and Española is no
exception. Located east from the hotspot that gave birth to the archipelago,
erosion from winds and tides have created a unique habitat where life has
flourished into hundreds of shapes and forms.
We disembark at Gardner Bay, welcomed by bright white sand and crystal clear
waters, home to sea lions and marine iguanas that rest peacefully in front of us, it
is a beach that is truly postcard-worthy. A tranquil bay invites us to do some
snorkeling and discover the lush life of the rich Pacific Ocean.
A dinghy ride takes us to the Osborn Islet, a small rocky formation that has
become the favorite nesting place for many marine birds, such as blue footed
boobies and lava gulls.
Landing type:
Possible activities:
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PM: Española Island- Suarez Point
A large colony of marine iguanas greet visitors at the dock of Punta Suarez.
Marine iguanas are the only ones that are able to dive in order to feed from the
algae that grows in the volcanic walls of the islands. Their peculiar appearance
earned them the name “imps of darkness” as it was recorded in Darwin's
journal. Despite the unflattering name that marine iguanas received, they are
one of the most interesting species of the Galapagos.
We continue exploring the island using the path that leads to a wonderful
lookout point over a small cliff, from here we can see a very unusual formation,
a blowhole. Capable of elevating water columns a few feet over the cliff, this
blowhole is one of the many attractions in Española and certainly a fun
spectacle for all to enjoy.
But this might not be the most eye-catching feature, since Española is also
home to an incredibly special bird, the waved albatross. With a wingspan of
over 6.5 ft., the waved albatross is the most magnificent bird to colonize this
island, and Española is their only nesting site. During mating season, an intricate
courtship dance takes place that will join pairs for life, since albatrosses are a
monogamous species.
Truly a visit that will forever be remembered
Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner.
Landing type:
Possible activities:
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DAY 5 - SUNDAY Floreana, from green sandy beaches to turquoise waters and bright pink
flamingos a festival of colors awaits to be discovered.

AM: Floreana Island - Cormorant Point, Devil's Crown
Our morning visit takes us to the green beach of Punta Cormorant. A high
concentration of olivine crystals gives the beach its distinctive coloration. A
short walk along the beach brings us to a trail that leads to a saltwater lagoon.
Here, bright pink flamingos can be found feeding from the various crustaceous
that live in these waters, and whose pigmentation gives the bright colors to the
feathers of these gracious birds.
After enjoying the sight of the lagoon and its illustrious visitors, we will head to
what is considered the best place for snorkeling in the entire archipelago, the
Devil’s Crown. A pointy rock formation that bulges over the calm ocean and
forms a circular shape gave this place its name. Despite the curious and
intimidating name, a magical underwater world awaits you here. Don't miss this
incredible opportunity to swim with some of the most beautiful creatures in
what is one of the most important marine reserves on the globe.
Landing type:
Possible activities:
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PM: Floreana Island- Post Office Bay, Baroness Lookout
To end a day of exciting adventures, we visit Post Office Bay. Once the most
effective way of communicating with loved ones back home, Post Office Bay
was the home of a very unorthodox postal office that allowed sailors and
whalers during the 18th century to send news of their voyages to their
homelands. This ingenious method consisted of a simple wood barrel where
sailors would deposit their letters and rely on the goodwill and camaraderie of
fellow sailors returning back home to deliver the mail. No stamps or fees
were required and the system depended on trust and the kindness of
strangers.
To this date this tradition continues among fellow sailors; letters and
postcards are left inside a wooden barrel, waiting to be picked up by a kind
stranger that is willing to deliver the letter to its destination. Be part of this
quaint tradition and leave a letter or a postcard for a loved one back home,
and if you can, take one or two letters with you to their final destination. Help
to keep this tradition based on trust and fellowship alive.
Before you set sail to our next destination, remember to ask your guide to tell
you a bit about the human history on the island. We are sure you will enjoy
the peculiar history of the man and women that colonized this picturesque
place.
Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner.
Landing type:
Possible activities:
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DAY 6 - MONDAY Galapagos is a natural laboratory where life has tested its own amazing
capability to adapt and conquer even the most inhospitable conditions. A
capability so remarkable that it inspired Darwin to write The Theory of Evolution
and defy the beliefs of the scientific community, changing forever how we will
understand life on Earth.

AM: Santa Cruz Island- Charles Darwin Research Station,
Baltra Airport
One of the most important figures to arrive on the islands was Charles Darwin
on board the HMS Beagle in 1835. It is impossible to mention the Galapagos
Islands without relating them with Darwin and its famous book “The Origin of
Species” and his Theory of Evolution. A theory that, since it was published,
inspired scientists from different places and periods in history to visit and
preserve the islands that marveled Darwin so many years ago. In 1964, in order
to support the scientific community’s efforts to preserve and understand this
complex ecosystem, the Charles Darwin Station was inaugurated, thus providing
proper equipment and laboratories that would allow botanists, geologists, and
biologists to study the intricate secrets that the “Enchanted Islands” hide. On our
visit, we will be able to know more about the different projects carried out by
the foundation and we will also be able to visit the Galapaguera of Santa Cruz. In
the station a number of Galapagos species are bred so we will be able to see
some of them in their adult stages.
We take an overland transfer by coach to Baltra Island Airport in order to take
our flight back to mainland Quito or Guayaquil and then home. At the airport,
the guide and a member of the crew will assist you during the check-in process
and accompany you to the security gates,
Please remember to show your transit control card when requested.
Meals included: Breakfast.
Landing type:
Possible activities:
For more information contact your GR Jouney Expert at info@galapagosrenaissance.com - www.galapagosrenaissance.com
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ARRIVAL & DEPARTURE INFORMATION
BEFORE AN AFTER ARRIVAL
Today we start our expedition trip at the airport. A staff member of the
company will be in contact with you at the airport gates properly wearing a
uniform and a sign with your name. This person will help you with check in
process at all stages, (getting your Galapagos “Transit Control Card” and the
luggage inspection with the Galapagos Council personnel). After this you will be
escorted to the airline to proceed with the embarkation process.
Upon arrival in Galapagos, we clear the Galapagos National Park checkpoint.
Customs agents check passports and the Transit Control Card, after check-in,
we enter the islands (If you have not previously paid your Galapagos entrance
fee you will be asked to pay on spot, payments are cash only: $100 USD for
adults and $50 USD for children under 12 years of age).
Please consult rates and conditions before your departure since rates may
change without notice from the Galapagos authorities. We are welcomed by our
naturalist guide and staff at the airport exit, please remember to collect your
luggage from the belt. Next we take a short coach ride to the dock to board the
pangas (this is how the locals commonly refer to dinghies) to the M/C Petrel
where crew members await to welcome you with a cold drink and show you
your cabins. A briefing is given about the yacht facilities, a safety drill is
conducted by your cruise concierge and your cabin is assigned.

DEPARTURE
Before leaving the Galapagos Islands, and depending what is planed for the
last day, you will disembark and take a panga ride to the nearest pier. Then
we transfer to our ground transportation to the airport, the guide and a
member of the crew will assist you during the check-in process and
accompany you to the security gates, they will say goodbye and wish you a
safe trip back home. Please remember to show your “Transit Control Card”
when requested.
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BOAT INFORMATION
Built in September 2015, the stable two hauled Motor Catamaran Petrel was
designed to navigate swiftly between islands. Ample cabins, private balconies,
cozy social areas invite you to discover the Galapagos with comfort and style.

MAIN DECK

UPPER DECK

SUN DECK

2 Suites 463ft² / 43m².
2 Staterooms 323 ft² / 30m².
*Cabin size includes balcony.
Lounge.
Dining room.

4 Staterooms 323 ft² / 30m².
1 Single Staterooms 151 ft² /
14m²
*Cabin size includes balcony.
Bridge

Jacuzzi.
Al fresco
dining.
Bar.

MC PETREL FEATURES
Type:Motor Catamaran
Construction year: 2015
Renovation year: 2019
Capacity: 16 guests
Cabins: 9
Length: 115 ft / 35 mts
Beam: 41 ft / 12 mts
Draft: 5,4 ft / 16,5 mts
Main Engine: 2x Yanmar
Diesel Engines 400HP@1950rpm
Max Speed: 14 knots
Cruise Speed: 10 knots
Nett Tonnage: 208 Tons
Generators: 2 x John Deere
Genset 70kw@1800rpm
Voltage: 110V
Water plant: Hydracell

NAVIGATION & SAFETY
EQUIPMENT
Equipped according to SOLAS
regulation
Sonar
2 Radars
2 GPS
Navtex
Fire prevention systems
CO2 bank
Fire extinguishers
2 Emergency life rafts capacity
20 people
2 Zodiacs

CREW
11 Crew Members
1 Guide
14
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DECK PLANS
AF
J

3

5

4

6

7
BR

D

L

MAIN DECK
D Dining
L Lounge
A Suite
B Suite
1 Standard Cabin
2 Standard Cabin

1

A

2

B

UPPER DECK
3 Standard Cabin
4 Standard Cabin
5 Standard Cabin
6 Standard Cabin
7 Single Cabin
BR Bridge

SUN DECK
AF Al Fresco
J Jacuzzi
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INCLUDED ACTIVITIES

KAYAKING
If you love water like we
do, then kayaking in the
Galapagos Islands is the
best. There are plenty
special places for water
activities in the National
Park, we have two seat
on top kayaks onboard.

PADDLE BOARD
Paddle boarders love to
be on the water and we
have amazing places
during our cruise
programs that includes
paddling on the ocean.
We have onboard two
SUP available.

SWIMMING
One of the top and more
refreshing activities
along our expedition
programs. The warm
turquoise waters of the
archipelago are the
perfect place for
swimming.

HIKING
From accessible hiking
paths, to more
challenging and remote
routes, we have a range
of superb hikes in the
Galapagos Islands for
everyone to enjoy.

SNORKELING
Almost every day you
will have the opportunity
to do snorkeling. The
best way to get in close
contact with the rich
marine life of the
Galapagos Islands. We
have the best snorkeling
gear available onboard.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Every place in Galapagos
is incredibly beautiful,
taking your camera with
you at all time is a
must.The rugged
Landscape and wildlife
will be forever captured
with your camera.
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INCLUSIONS & EXCLUSIONS
INCLUSIONS
Rates include:
Airport assistance in Quito or
Guayaquil.
Welcome & farewell cocktail.
Private Transfers at Galapagos.
Expedition equipment (walking
sticks, wetsuit).
*VIP Lounge Airport access at
Galapagos.
Extra activity equipment
(kayak, paddle board).
*Galapagos National Park
Entrance Fee.

Certified Galapagos National
Park Guide.
*Control Visitors Card.
Daily lecture & excursions.
Cruise concierge.
All meals and snacks
throughout the cruise.
Soft drinks, coffee, tea, juice
and regular sodas throughout
the cruise. Glass of wine during
dinners.

* Services apply only with air tickets issued by GR*

EXCLUSIONS
Rates do not include:
Air ticket to/from Galapagos.
Tips for guides & crew.
Bar consumption.
Bottled beverages.
Personal expenses.
*Snorkel equipment.

*Due to Covid-19 safety
protocols we are no
longer including the
snorkel equipment. You
may bring your own or
purchase on board.
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THE EXPEDITION TEAM
We are a team of passionate travel professionals and local specialists with
two decades of experience in the travel industry, we’ve shared our passion
for Ecuador and Galapagos with thousands of happy guests along our careers,
as well as our life commitment to protect this natural wonder and the life it
supports for humanity.
Our passion and sense of service for Ecuador main land and the Galapagos
Islands, is the motivation and drive to keep going. We believe in the perfect
mix of young talent and experienced people; this combination keeps the same
sense of enthusiasm through the years, allowing us to successfully achieve
our goals and delivering the life changing experiences our guest deserve.

KEEP RESPONSIBLE
Traveling responsibly is a must, and an important part of our mission. By
strengthening conservation actions towards the environment, we work
closely to the Galapagos National Park Service and organizations whose goals
correspond to with ours, from NGOs to ecotourism companies or local based
associations. We are proud to launch a sustainable business model that
pursues social responsibility and supports our own initiatives with projects in
this regard.
Our daily outings follow conservation guidelines and educational purposes
aiming to raise awareness of the Galapagos Islands flora, fauna and marine
life and their utmost importance for this fragile environment.

We invite you to Keep Exploring while Keep Protecting!
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PACKING LIST
WHAT TO BRING?
This ultimate packing list will help you prepare for your
Galapagos Expedition:
BASICS
Sunglasses
Sun Hat
Buff or Bandana
T-Shirts
Ultra-Light Rain Jacket
Warm sweater or Fleece
Casual & Hiking Pants
Travel Shorts
Swimsuit
Comfortable socks
Anti-slip sandals & / Comfortable Shoes
Sneakers or Hiking Shoes
Camera with charger, memory cards and extra batteries
Voltage converters and plug adapters
HEALTH & TOILETRIES
Toiletry kit
Waterproof sunblock
Moisteurizer & Lip balm (SPF 50+)
Insect repellent
Binoculars
Snorkeling mask or specialized snorkel equipment
Seasickness, indigestion, headache or other medicines as required

PROHIBITED ITEMS
In the Galapagos National Park are certain items such as fruit,
organics, bottled plastic, flowers, among others that can not be
taken to the Galapagos. Please find the complete list in:
https://bioseguridadgalapagos.gob.ec/lista-de-productos
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EXTEND YOUR TRIP

Ecuador mainland and the Galapagos Islands offer unparalleled opportunities
for ecotourism activities, adventure, and cultural experiences. The abundance
of life from the Andes mountains that straddle the equator where volcanoes
reign supreme as guardians of the rich heritage and culture, through the most
biodiverse Amazon tropical rainforest in the planet to the calm waters of the
Pacific Ocean, this land is four Worlds within.
The countless possibilities of visiting Ecuador Main Land with us include
unique experiences from, local gastronomy fine cuisine lessons, field trips
with specialized guides, exclusive access to venues and most important: visits
to local based projects through our Sustainable Development Program Fund
for Culture and Arts, Civil Society Organizations, Indigenous Peoples
Organizations and Individuals in coordination with Local Government offices
and Educational Institutions as an extension of our operations to support
local communities through responsible travel.

DESTINATION DIVERSITY
Andes

Cloudforest

Amazon Rainforest

Pacific Coast
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Where will you go next?
Please don't hesitate to contact our
Travel Designers for the next best
journeys.

Galapagos Renaissance

Local Numbers:
+593 96 977 6071
+593 98 458 1275
Email us: info@galapagosrenaissance.com
www.galapagosrenaissance.com
@galapagos_renaissance

